The Impacts of Different Sorts of Art Education on Pupils’ Preference for 20th-Century Art Movements
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Abstract: The research presented here aims to determine how art education influences pupils’ preferences for 20th-century art movements. The research was conducted on a sample of 200 pupils (N = 200) of an early school age in grade schools in Split, Croatia. We conducted an educational experiment throughout an entire school year, which included three types of intervention: observing works of art from the 20th century, introducing works of art using a puppet, and the pupils’ art activities/artwork based on the 20th-century art movements. The results show that the model of art education is an important factor in changing pupils’ preferences for 20th-century art movements. The students reacted positively to each kind of education, in the sense of a wider acceptance of 20th-century art (abstract, fauvism, cubism, pop art, and surrealism). The type of education did not much influence preferences when it came to classical art and visual works without artistic value. We concluded that puppets and independent creative work should be used more often in art education.
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1. Introduction

In the times in which we live, visual information far outweighs the verbal kind, and understanding of visual education is a goal reached through education. The world of imagery is broad, mainly because of the dominance of visual media and technology in the modern world; it is rich with the visual signals and symbols present in new forms of communication. In new forms of visual communication, visual works of art have become a part of a universal visual space of modern culture. Knowing, understanding, and using the language of visual arts is a key component of visual literacy, and an important factor in understanding the world and culture in the 21st century. Education through art is a subject that has been written about by many authors [2,13,25,31,45,46]. It enables children and youth to develop ideas, know their feelings and attitudes, and gain experience through different art activities to provide for aesthetic experiences and to develop aesthetic awareness in the visual arts, music, drama, dance, and literature.

Pupils acquire the language of art through a richness of creative visual content. This is why it is important to enable contact with visual works of art from a young age, as well as to train children to understand that experiencing a work of art is not just about the emotional process, but also about gaining perceptive focus and critical judgement. It is now known that understanding and perceiving art in general—and especially modern art—requires so-called specialized perception, or trained viewing, which is a result of knowledge and abilities acquired and developed in the process of art education inside and outside of school.

Art education, or an educated taste, is considered less of a fact-based knowledge and more the ability to define formal-semantic characteristics of a work of art, which is a result of integrating knowledge and other perceptive and cognitive abilities [38]. Knowing the language of art and the
experience of observation can be achieved only by continually observing works of art and experiencing it. Husković [21] claims that clarity is a basic assumption and the beginning of an aesthetic act, which presumes the necessity of direct or indirect contact of children with works of art. Many authors [4,9,11] put an emphasis on the importance of the direct contact of children with works of art, which successfully realizes contextual learning and enables the introduction of the object of knowledge. This also ensures that cultural, contextual, and personal characteristics are respected. Whether observing a reproduction or a piece of original art, it is important that students actively communicate with the content offered. Lachapelle et al. [26] consider that communicating with art should come from a combination of experience- and theory-based learning. Experience-based learning makes the observer interact with a work of art, while theory-based learning requires a cognitive participation, gathering information and filling holes in the knowledge that they have about the work of art in question. The authors above claim that the interaction and combination of these types of learning is the foundation for a student to develop new and complex ways of understanding a work of art.

When a work of art is introduced, every single person is able to decide whether they like it or not. Relations between and individual human being and a work of art are personal and specific. This is why preferences are an interesting starting point in research. Salkind and Salkind [36] believe that preference is a degree of liking or not liking a work of art, while other authors define preference as a personal phenomenon which is not tied to an individual’s development phase. They believe it is a result of previous experience, learning experience, socializing, cultural values, and maturity [36]. Chamorro-Premuzic et al. [6] cite research that emphasizes the connection between preference and intelligence, sex, age, level of education, extroversion, etc. Preference for works of art is in connection with personality traits, and research shows that the most represented one is an openness to new experiences, as a predictor of 33% variability [15]. Some research found that the activities of individuals affect their preference. Salkind and Salkind [36] consider preferences to be dependent on, among other things, the ability to participate in high-quality art activities, visiting museums, workshops, gaining experience through travel, etc. Archbell and Stange [3] concluded that aesthetic exposure, education, and experience with works of art influence preferences—in this case towards art with recognizable or unrecognizable motives. Wiersema highlights the importance of this in evaluating preferences, as well as the importance of an individual’s personality. Different activities influence an aptitude to art, such as visiting modern museums or archaeological sites, watching science fiction movies or romantic comedies, reading thrillers or poetry, watching classical ballet or modern dance [44].

The art of the 20th century was created as a result of freedom from an objective necessity of collective understanding of art as a realistic image of an object, which made it manifest itself in many interdependent art movements. Art of the 20th century does not articulate its experience in clear, realistic notions, but by changing conceptions of reality that demand new ways of coding perception schemes that require the observer to put in an effort in understanding. This fact often caused 20th-century art to be perceived badly by an average, artistically non-educated observer.

We have conducted this research to explore whether art education can improve reference, understanding, and observation of 20th-century art. Exploring preferences includes questioning many factors that may influence them in adults, adolescents, and children, such as age, sex, sociocultural factors, personality, surroundings, and education. Since the 1930s, scientific research of children’s preferences has emerged to clarify criteria by which children choose works of art [10,12,14,19,20,22,23,27,29,35]. All of these indicate that important factors in children’s preferences are motif, color, and realism in depicting a subject. Later research [16,23,34] shows that younger children prefer realistic art to other kinds. It also shows that, as they age, children become more sensitive to individual styles of art, as well as artistic principles of shaping [14,17,18,39,41].

Kraguljac and Karlavaris [24] studied the connection between preferences and education in grade school, trying to determine whether the value of an experimental program of art appreciation can improve the quality of art education in grade schools. The research took two years, and led
the authors to conclude that the experimental program did positively influence the development of appreciate abilities in students. It also showed a positive influence on artistic expression and creative abilities, especially in puberty. Similar results, also indicating a connection between education and a higher aesthetic consciousness, were observed by Cole [8], who studied the influence of aesthetic education adapted to museums on preferences of children aged four, six, and eight. Cole found that a programmatic museum education elevated aesthetic awareness in children. Aylward et al. [5] also researched the influence of artistic education on children. They, too, conclude that artistic education influenced preschool children positively.

Savva and Trimis [37] researched the reactions of preschool children to contemporary art. Their research has shown that a child’s contact with works of art (including contemporary art displays in museums) is an important part of their learning experience, if adequate methods are used.

Acer and Omeroðlu [1] explored the influence of aesthetic education on the evaluation process in six-year-old children. In this case, the education (although of high quality) did not prove to be completely effective in children’s aesthetic judgment.

This research aims to show whether art education may be a factor influencing the preferences of 20th-century art in younger grade-school pupils.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Procedure

Participants were informed that research on art preferences was to be conducted at the beginning and the end of a school year.

Data on art preferences was collected while the pupils observed 36 visual art reproductions on computer screens, coupled so that every pair of reproductions showed a classical work of art and a 20th-century work of art. It was explained to the pupils that they would be observing images of different periods (without mentioning names of paintings, painters, or art movements), deciding which ones they prefer and immediately rating every image on a scale of 1 to 5, picking a smiley face that shows how much they like or dislike a certain image. Among the reproductions, imagery of no artistic value was also shown. Fourth-grade pupils used the Likert five-point scale (5 – I like it a lot, 4 – I like it, 3 – neutral, 2 – I do not like it, 1 – I do not like it at all). First-grade pupils expressed themselves through a visual scale contained of smiley faces.

Pupils evaluated works of art twice: at the beginning and at the end of a school year. The images were shown in pairs of five rotating matrices so that the position of the image within a pair would not influence their judgement.

The pairs contained reproductions belonging to art movements up to 1900 and 20th-century art, both mixed with images without artistic value. Evaluation time was 20 seconds, and the pupils were asked to evaluate as quickly as possible and pick their answer as soon as they saw the images.

The control group in first (N = 25) and third (N = 25) grades had no additional education between evaluating works of art at the beginning and the ending of the school year. Experimental groups were introduced to working with us during the school year in question. The art education was implemented as follows.

2.2. Participants

To realize this goal and tasks, we conducted empirical research in grade schools with lower-grade pupils, with which we implemented different sorts of art education while observing changes in their preferences before and after education.

The sample was 200 grade-school pupils (F = 87, M = 113) of first (N = 100) and third (N = 100) grade. First-grade pupils (N = 100) were divided into four groups: control group (N = 25) and experimental groups A (N = 25), B (N = 25), and C (N = 25). The third-grade pupils were divided in
the same way: control group (N = 25) and experimental groups A (N = 25), B (N = 25), and C (N = 25).
The research was conducted in 2009/2010.

The research included 15 classes formed into eight groups (four first-grade, four third-grade).
Some classes were completely covered by our research, some only partially. The choice of pupils was
left to the teachers whose classes did not participate completely. For ease of organization as well
as complexity of research, most pupils were in schools with day care included. Participants were
guaranteed anonymity and were asked to answer truthfully and without fear.

Group A—observing works of art

Group A consisted of first-grade (N = 25) and third-grade (N = 25) pupils. After the initial
evaluation of their preference (November 2009) for art movements up to 1900 and 20th-century art
mixed with imagery of no artistic value, they were presented 20th-century works of art. Compared to
the control group, Group A had additional observation of 20th-century works of art (abstract art – 9
paintings, fauvism – 9 paintings, cubism – 9 paintings, pop art – 9 paintings, classical – 15 paintings,
surrealism – 4 paintings)

Education in this group was strictly limited to observing reproductions, the first three being the
ones pupils had already seen in the initial preference testing. Every image was viewed carefully for
one minute without any comments from research participants. In November, the pupils were shown
three works of art, and in the months that followed (up to June 2010) 45 images in all, belonging
to 20th-century art movements. In the months in which six reproductions were shown, the pupils
observed them approximately every two weeks. After observing 20th-century works of art, there was
an evaluation of preferences at the end of the school year, the same as in other groups.

Group B—educational use of puppets

Group B consisted of first-grade (N = 25) and third-grade (N = 25) pupils. They observed the same
works of art, but a puppet was used as an educational aid. It was used to explain the characteristics of
art movements of the 20th century and focused the pupils’ attention to observing images, language of
visual arts, and the basic characteristics of art movements, while aiming to clarify works of art. The
rhythm was the same as in Group A: in November they were shown three works of art, and in the
months that followed (up to June 2010) 45 images in all, belonging to 20th-century art movements. In
the months in which six reproductions were shown, the pupils observed them approximately every
two weeks. When meeting the pupils, conversation about each image lasted 7-10 minutes in first and
10-15 minutes in third grade.

The reproductions were shown (PowerPoint) on a large screen, and the communication was
frontal with the puppet as an aid. The whole group actively participated in observing and commenting
on the reproductions. The puppets used were a Rudolf the Reindeer hand puppet (in first grade) and
Janja the Sheep puppet (in third grade).

The puppets were used as communication devices, a medium to motivate the pupils to be
spontaneous and learn about art, all while making it clear that there were no wrong answers and that
their observations are all equally valid.

The pupils were encouraged to be active, participate without fear, and compare thoughts. The
puppets were both givers and receivers of information. The pupils were introduced to the observation
method as giving life to paintings and art, which would be practically non-existent if there were no
people who observed them.

The examiner encouraged the pupils, using the puppet, to do the following: 1. Observe works of
art (Look at this painting! Who painted it? Who are painters? Do you know any painters?) 2. Describe
works of art (What is in this painting? Describe what you see and recognize in this painting. Do you
see shapes like these in the world around you? Where do you see shapes like these?) 3. Analyze works
of art First grade (Name the colors, primary and secondary. What are the shapes shown? Do you see
any shapes and colors repeating themselves? Do you see dark and light colors?) Third grade (Name
the colors, primary and secondary. What are the shapes shown? Do you see any rhythm of colors
and shapes? Do you see dark and light colors? Do you see complementary colors? Do you see the
chromatic–achromatic contrast? Do you see warm and cold contrasting colors? Do you recognize any
dark–light contrast? Do you see a rhythm and ratio of differently-sized shapes?) 4. Interpret works of
art (Why do you think the painter painted this? Imagine entering this painting, being inside it. What
does this work of art make you feel? What does it remind you of?) The students were introduced to
the characteristics of individual art movements through a puppet. 5. Evaluate works of art (After you
have found out something about this work of art, how do you feel about it at the moment? What does
this work of art mean to you? Can you connect it to something in your life? Who would you give it to
as a present?) Education of pupils in experimental groups lasted 15 hours (15 weeks of education).

Group C—creative artistic expression/artwork

Group C, like groups A and B, consisted of first-grade (N = 25) and third-grade (N = 25) pupils.
The pupils in group C expressed themselves in shaping art forms according to the 20th-century art
movements which Group A observed and Group B discussed using puppets. At the beginning of
every educational class, the pupils observed the same works of art that they had seen before. When
they were expressing themselves artistically, they used different artistic elements.

When they were introduced to cubism, the pupils were given the information about the cubist
painters wanting to paint unusually, because they did not care about the actual look of an object,
but viewing it playfully in different ways. They melted different sides into a single image. They
also wanted to change the qualities of objects observed, simplifying them to basic geometry shapes
(analytical cubism).

Before creative work, the pupils observed different objects from different viewpoints to understand
the principles of cubism. First- and third-grade pupils tried to form their own cubist paintings through
different creative motivational games. In first and third grade, they tried to form a portrait and still
life; in the first grade also a telephone on a table, in the third grade a landscape.

The pupils were informed that surrealist paintings looked like they were showing wonderful and
funny dreams of the artists. Surrealists tried to connect objects and people in new and unexpected
ways, ones that do not exist in real life. They were also told that surrealists had a rich imagination,
using their art as a mode of expressing fears, secrets, dreams, unusual and weird thoughts; their work
may seem confusing and frightening because it does not exist in real life. Pupils were encouraged to
try to express the untold and unreal. Through creative games, they used motifs of a surrealist portrait
and an unusual dream of a clock (first grade), as well as a surrealist self-portrait and an unusual animal
(third grade). In both grades, we modified the surrealist cadavre exquis method to make the students
finish a drawing started by a small fragment glued to a piece of paper. This resulted in unusual
imagery.

In pop art, we explained that the artists depicted only often-seen objects from everyday life. They
wanted to show what the contemporary human was surrounded with: comics, ads, stickers on food
packaging and bottles, mass-produced objects for everyday use viewed as works of art. The pupils also
learned that pop art included famous models, stars, and the latest consumer goods. After learning this,
the pupils expressed themselves motivated by pop-art-inspired creative games. In first and third grade,
the pupils expressed themselves through motifs of a flag and a popular singer, Severina Vučković. The
first-grade pupils also made portraits of Blanka Vlašić, Olympic gold medalist, and the third-grade
pupils used consumer goods as motifs.

Fauvism did not require any special explanations. The pupils learned that fauvist painters used
clear, strong colors to make the paintings wild and powerful. They often used strong contrast, especially
of complementary colors. Purity of the colors used made objects, shapes, and landscapes look unusual
and slightly skewed. The pupils expressed themselves through portraits and landscapes using strong
contrasts of color. The first-grade pupils made self-portraits with an umbrella, the third-grade pupils
painted still life.

To clarify abstract art, we presented the fact that there is no motif or way to decode what the
image is showing because the painters were not interested in the real appearance of objects. The pupils
learned that the painters tried to express the beauty of rhythm and contrast of lines, colors, and shapes,
that have a language of their own. The pupils were then encouraged to create abstract art. In both
the first and second grade, they shaped different abstract compositions. Through creative artistic
expression, visual games of recomposing and redefining, using lines, colors, and shapes, mostly with
collage, markers, and poster paint, the pupils achieved some interesting visuals.

2.3. Materials

Abstract art:
A / Compositie in kleur A. 1917, oil on canvas. 3. Piet Mondrian, Composition with Red, Blue,
Black, Yellow, and Gray. 1921, oil on canvas. 4. Franz Kline, Le Gros. 1961, oil on canvas. 5. Robert
Motherwell, The Little Spanish Prison, 1941–44, oil on canvas. 6. Jackson Pollock, Untitled, 1951, black
and sepia ink on mulberry paper. 7. Jackson Pollock, Untitled (Green Silver), ca. 1949, enamel and
aluminum paint on paper, mounted on canvas. 8. Robert Motherwell, Elegy to the Spanish Republic,
1961, oil on canvas. 9. Franz Kline, Black Reflections, 1959, oil and pasted paper on paper, mounted
on Masonite.

Surrealism:
Man of Sickly Complexion Listening to the Sound of the Sea or The Two Balconies. 1929, oil on wood
panel. 3. Max Ernst. Birds; also: Birds, Fish-Snake and Scarecrow. c. 1921, oil on canvas. 4. Max Ernst.
Ubu Imperator. 1923, oil on canvas. 5. René Magritte. La Durée poignardée. 1938, oil on canvas. 6.
René Magritte. Golconda. 1953, oil on canvas. 7. Salvador Dalí, The Persistence of Memory. 1931, oil
Max Ernst. L’Ange du foyer ou Le Triomphe du surréalisme. 1937, oil on canvas.

Fauvism:
Dishes and Fruit on a Red and Black Carpet. 1906, oil on canvas. 3. Henri Matisse. The Algerian
Woman. 1909, oil on canvas. 4. Maurice de Vlaminck. Autumn Landscape. 1905, oil on canvas. 5.
André Derain. Fishing Boats, Collioure. 1905, oil on canvas. 6. André Derain. London Bridge. 1906, oil
The River Seine at Chatou. 1906, oil on canvas. 9. Henri Matisse. The Young Sailor. 1906, oil on canvas.

Cubism:
1. Juan Gris. Breakfast. 1914. gouache, oil, and crayon on cut-and-pasted printed paper on canvas
with oil and crayon 2. Juan Gris. Violin and Playing Cards. 1913, oil on canvas. 3. Georges Braque.
Still Life with Glass and Letters. 1914, cut-and-pasted printed paper, charcoal, pastel, and pencil on
paper. 4. Georges Braque. Guitar. (Summer 1913) cut-and-pasted printed and painted paper, charcoal,
pencil, and gouache on gessoed canvas 5. Georges Braque. Still Life on a Mantelpiece. 1920, gesso,
gouache, watercolor, and graphite pencil on paper, mounted on board. 6. Juan Gris. Still Life with
Flowers. 1912, oil on canvas. 7. Juan Gris. Mandolin and Grapes. 1922, Gouache and pencil on paper.
8. Juan Gris. Bottle of Rum and Newspaper. 1914. 9. Pablo Picasso, Mandolin and Guitar. 1924, oil
with sand on canvas.

Pop art:
1. Andy Warhol. Untitled from Marilyn Monroe. One from a portfolio of ten screen prints,
composition and sheet. 2. Roy Lichtenstein. Reverie from 11 Pop Artists, volume II. 1965 (published
1966), one from a portfolio of eleven screen prints by various artists, Composition: 27. 3. Roy
Lichtenstein. Turkey Shopping Bag. 1964, screen print on shopping bag with handles, Composition: 7.
Jackie. 1963, silkscreen ink on polymer paint on canvas. 7. Andy Warhol. Vegetarian Vegetable from
Paintings before the 20th century:


2.4. Statistical Analysis

In order to determine the impact of different types of education on artistic preferences, we used R software [32]. Descriptive statistics and some preparation function for further analysis were done with the psych package for psychological research [34].

To analyze the differences between the two points (beginning and end of the school year) and impact of treatment on seven different art movements, we used cumulative link models (CLMs) for ordinal data (also called ordinal regression models, or proportional odds models) [30]. Cumulative link models are a different approach to analyzing ordinal data with different types of packages in R and we primarily used the ordinal package [7].

The significance of the effects of treatment were also tested with an analysis of deviance (ANODE) approach which is analogous to the analysis of variance (ANOVA). These models help us to interpret if there is a significant effect of the treatment on preference for different art movements. Post-hoc tests were conducted with the lsmeans package and Tukey approach that help us identify a significant difference among groups [28]. Least square means are means for groups that are adjusted for means of other factors in the model [30]. Figures were done with the ggplot function within the ggplot2 package [43].

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the differences in least square means of preferences between beginning and end of the school year among different art movements.

There were changes in all styles that have the highest values at the end of the treatment except for art made before the 20th century and images without artistic value, where we have lower values (p < 0.05).
Table 1 shows pairwise comparisons among the least square means according to time and movement (style). There were statistical differences between groups (rows in the table) except between beginning and end of the school year for paintings without artistic value.

Table 1. Pairwise comparisons among the least square means according to time and style.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Lsmean</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Asymp LCL**</th>
<th>Asymp UCL**</th>
<th>Group*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>Abstract art</td>
<td>-2.582</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>-2.809</td>
<td>-2.355</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>Cubism</td>
<td>-1.842</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>-2.057</td>
<td>-1.627</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Abstract art</td>
<td>-1.042</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>-1.254</td>
<td>-0.829</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Cubism</td>
<td>-0.723</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>-0.930</td>
<td>-0.517</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>Surrealism</td>
<td>-0.094</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>-0.307</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>Pop art</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>-0.095</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>Fauvism</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Surrealism</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Pop art</td>
<td>1.190</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>1.435</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Fauvism</td>
<td>1.328</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>1.081</td>
<td>1.574</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Paintings without artistic value</td>
<td>3.591</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>3.295</td>
<td>3.887</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>Paintings without artistic value</td>
<td>3.838</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>3.545</td>
<td>4.130</td>
<td>hi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Paintings made before 20th century</td>
<td>3.949</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>3.762</td>
<td>4.136</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>Paintings made before 20th century</td>
<td>4.445</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>4.252</td>
<td>4.638</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Common letter indicates that there were no statistical differences between those groups.
** LCL - Lower Control Limit, UCL - Upper Control Limit.

Figure 2 showed the differences in least square means of preferences between beginning and end of the school year among different treatments.
Figure 2. Impact of treatment on artistic preferences.

Table 2 shows pairwise comparisons according to results of interaction between time and treatment.

Table 2. Pairwise comparisons among the least square means according to time and treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Lsmean</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Asymp LCL</th>
<th>Asymp UCL</th>
<th>Group*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>Puppets</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>Work</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>Watching</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>bc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>1.184</td>
<td>cd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>1.221</td>
<td>cde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Watching</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>1.429</td>
<td>de</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Puppets</td>
<td>1.337</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.564</td>
<td>ef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>Work</td>
<td>1.683</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.915</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05 if two rows contain no common letter.

In the control group there were no significant statistical differences between least square means at the beginning and end of the school year (*p < 0.05*). In all other three treatments (watching, puppet, and work) there were statistically significant differences between at the beginning and end least square means values.

4. Discussion

This research aims to show how different sorts of education influence the preference for works of art belonging to different art movements. Besides that, we have tried to question whether there are differences in that influence considering different art movements. For example, does additional education influence preference more when it comes to art made before the 20th century or works without any artistic value when compared to abstract art and other 20th-century art movements?

The results indicate the existence of an influence of additional art education on the pupils’ preferences, depending on art movements. The pupils reacted well to different forms of additional education, showing a higher preference for works of art belonging to the periods before the 20th century and works without artistic value. Additional education influenced a change of preference for abstract, cubist, fauvist, surrealist, and pop art. Preference for classical works of art made before the 20th century did not change significantly at the end of school year when compared to the initial preferences.
The research has shown that a standardized education and observing works of art is not enough; other sorts of education, such as using puppets and analyzing particular works of art, are needed.

The evidence listed leads us to the conclusion that a person’s relation to culture is not biologically conditioned, but educationally and culturally conditioned, and this research presents an attitude towards culture as shaped by learning. As Ingarden (1915) wrote a long time ago: “what matters in constituting an aesthetic experience is not a spontaneous emotional reaction to the tactile qualities of an object, but a concentrated focus on a qualitative dimension of its existence” [38]. These are the reasons for us to emphasize that formal education is the key factor in pupils’ preferences, as is shown by the research data.

Exploring the models of art education regardless of art movements of the 20th century, we have demonstrated that the lowest positive results in changing pupils’ preferences were registered in the group that only observed works of art, while almost equally good results were visible in both the groups learning through a puppet and the ones doing creative work/artwork.

We have undoubtedly established that attitudes towards art are formed by learning, which is visible in a positive preference change concerning 20th-century art. We have also confirmed that different sorts of art education, such as observing works of art, introducing works of art with the aid of a puppet, and creative activity/artwork based on the observed art movements, helped pupils understand the art language of particular art movements, which changed their perception of 20th-century art.

Acquiring knowledge and experience through developing the pupils’ creative abilities and nurturing a sense of understanding art values has had a positive impact on their interest in 20th-century art.

Raskin claims that experience—even at its simplest level of perception—is never within the “innocent eye” concept [42]. “The way we observe the world, even what we perceive, depends on our horizon of expectation.” This horizon is a product of interaction between the subjective factors such as needs, preferences, and personal experience on one side, and objective knowledge derived from historical-cultural frames to which an individual belongs on the other [42].

We have also concluded that knowledge of art may have a crucial role in understanding it if the work of art in question is connected to children’s experience and feelings, while being incorporated into the activity of creating art. Children working through their own activities have confirmed Piaget’s thesis about “the child as the primary builder of their self-understanding” [47]. Taught by the experience of Bruner (especially the part about the importance of teaching and communication in understanding and knowledge) and Vygotsky (especially the zone of proximal development, ZPD), who positions teaching in the center of developing understanding, we may conclude that a child’s learning greatly depends on learning from and communication with experts. The interactive teacher–student relationship has resulted in a positive change of preferences of lower-grade-school pupils for 20th-century art movements. The pupils understood how that art was created, under which circumstances, and it enriched their thoughts about works of art. Teaching, observing, and understanding visual arts is a process requiring time and effort, as well as an interactive environment in which the role of adults in explaining art through different contexts stays a valuable component in understanding.

The research included pupils aged 7–10, with no other groups included, which we see as a limitation. In future research, it would be interesting to include older students, aged 10–18, while introducing some psychological variables such as temper and creativity, and adding more 20th-century art movements.
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